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Abstract. Social media platforms employ inferential analytics methods to guess          
user preferences and sensitive attributes such as race, gender, sexual          
orientation, and opinions. These methods are often opaque, can predict          
behaviors for marketing purposes, influence behavior for profit, serve attention          
economics, and reinforce existing biases such as gender stereotyping. Although          
two international human rights treaties include express obligations relating to          
harmful and wrongful stereotyping, these stereotypes persist online and offline,          
as if platforms failed to understand that gender is not merely being a 'man' or a                
'woman,' but a social construct. Our study investigates the impact of           
algorithmic bias on inadvertent privacy violations and the reinforcement of          
social prejudices of gender and sexuality through a multidisciplinary         
perspective, including legal, computer science, and queer media viewpoint. We          
conducted an online survey to understand whether Twitter inferred the gender           
of users and whether that was correct. Beyond Twitter's binary understanding of            
gender and the inevitability of the gender inference as part of Twitter's            
personalization trade-off, the results show that, in nearly 20% of the cases            
(N=109), it misgendered users. Although not apparently correlated, only 8% of           
the straight male respondents were misgendered, compared to 25% of gay           
males and 16% of straight females. Our contribution shows how the lack of             
attention to gender in gender classifiers exacerbates existing biases and affects           
marginalized communities. With our paper, we hope to promote the online           
account for privacy, diversity, inclusion, and advocate for the freedom of           
identity that everyone should have online and offline. 

Keywords: Gender; Twitter; Inference; Gender Classifier; Privacy; Algorithmic        
Bias; Discrimination; LGBTQAI+; Gender stereotyping. 

1 Introduction 

Online and social media platform providers use users' traits, including name, age, and             
gender, to improve user experience and personalize online behavioral advertising. By           
knowing users' characteristics, corporations can target or exclude certain groups more           
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efficiently, tailor their services to users, and increase the time they spend on the              
platform [1]. In such a way, profiling makes marketing more precise and effective.             
However, a growing concern is the increasing use of opaque inferential analytics that             
reveal sensitive user attributes that serve attention economics [2] and that may            
reinforce existing biases that, although not explicit, they can be very influential [3,4]. 

A recurrent bias is gender stereotyping. Gender stereotyping 'refers to the practice            
of ascribing to an individual woman or man specific attributes, characteristics, or roles             
by reason only of their membership in the social group of women or men' [5]. Two                
international human rights treaties include express obligations relating to harmful and           
wrongful stereotyping. Art. 5 of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of              
Discrimination against Women mandates States Parties to "take all appropriate          
measures to modify the social and cultural patterns of conduct of men and women, to               
achieve the elimination of prejudices and customary and all other practices which are             
based on the idea of the inferiority or the superiority of either of the sexes or                
stereotyped roles for men and women." Art. 8(1)(b) of the Convention on the Rights              
of Persons with Disabilities stresses that 'States Parties undertake to adopt immediate,            
effective and appropriate measures to combat stereotypes, prejudices and harmful          
practices relating to persons with disabilities, including those based on sex and age, in              
all areas of life.' However, these stereotypes persevere both online and offline [6,7], as              
if platforms failed to understand that gender is not merely being a 'man' or a 'woman,'                
but a social construct [8].  

Given that gender stereotypes persist online, and that the social media platform            
Twitter infers gender from a wide variety of sources, we address the research             1

question (RQ): How accurate are Twitter’s inferences of its users’ gender identities            
and what implications does this social media practice have? Addressing this RQ            
brings into view concerns of discrimination, misgendering, and exacerbation of          
existing biases that online platforms persist in replicating and that the literature starts             
highlighting [9-10]. Our goal is to investigate misgendering on Twitter and illustrate            
the impact of algorithmic bias on inadvertent privacy violations and reinforce social            
prejudices of gender and sexuality through a multidisciplinary perspective, including          
legal, computer science, and critical feminist media-studies viewpoint. 

The reason behind our contribution lies in the idea that gender is a co-shaped,              
changing part of human identity tied into the socio-materiality of gendered relations            
often treated as a binary dichotomy. For instance, trans and non-binary users recently             
proclaimed being misgendered on Twitter because the categories ‘female’ and ‘male’           
do not match who they are [11]. Second, platform providers no longer have to learn               
sensitive details about a particular user or correctly group users into categories for             
advertising to be effective, as advertising has a high tolerance for classification errors             
[12]. Nonetheless, not considering a broader understanding of gender in platforms can            
be socially harmful and costly, as technology usage and implementation may lead to             
further exacerbation of existing biases, including gender, race, and other minorities           
[13-15]. 

1 See https://help.twitter.com/en/rules-and-policies/data-processing-legal-bases 
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In this article, we provide background information on inferential analytics to           
elucidate how companies infer specific user attributes, including gender, and how           
these techniques may harm users’ rights in Section 2. In Section 3, we explain the               
methods for this study, and we introduce the results in Section 4. Our findings suggest               
that Twitter’s binary understanding of gender excludes those not fitting the category            
‘male’ and ‘female.’ The results also show that inferring gender is part of Twitter’s              
personalization trade-off and misgenders users in nearly 20% of the cases. Out of             
these cases, the LGBTQAI+ and straight females were misgendered more frequently           
than straight males. We discuss in Section 5, the lack of diversity in social media               
platforms, and the role designers play in accounting for inclusivity and diversity. We             
conclude by presenting our future work, which includes a more extensive and refined             
survey to investigate this issue and the user’s impressions further. 

2 Gendering algorithms 

2.1 Profiling, inference analytics, and discrimination 

Profiling techniques like regression, classification, or clustering, mainly ascribe         
properties to people [16]. These methods infer distinct people's traits from different            
inputs of data, originating either from the very person (i.e., predicting recidivism            
based on someone's criminal record) or others (i.e., others who ordered these shoes,             
also like these shoes). Organizations use inferential analytics to induce user           
preferences using sensitive attributes such as race, gender, or sexual orientation,           
political interests, and opinions [17-19]. These techniques can predict behaviors for           
marketing purposes and influence behavior for profit [20]. A critical feature of            
inferential analytics is that companies infer information from data not directly or            
indirectly provided by data subjects [4]. Besides, these inferences may be precise (like             
inferring age from the date of birth) or estimates (like inferring emotional states such              
as happiness or even intelligence from Facebook likes) [21]. In this way, data             
analytics can predict qualities that a data subject may not want to disclose and              
attributes that a data subject does not even know and ascribe them to a person.  

One of the parameters used to infer attributes from people is the 'like' button on               
many social media platforms [22]. In other words, what users like online tell             
something about who they are, including a person's income pretty accurately [23].            
Gender can also be inferred from Facebook likes with very high accuracy [21]. With              
approximately 250 Facebook likes, gender could be predicted with accuracy rates of            
93%. Although these seem many, gender could be predicted with accuracy rates of             
about 70% when using only five Facebook likes. Moreover, when using only one             
single Facebook like, the accuracy rates were approximately 60% for gender           
predictions. According to Kosinski et al., predictions for homosexuality were about           
88% accurate for gays and 75% for lesbians, and predictions on being single versus in               
a relationship were about 67% accurate [21]. 

Inferential analytics may have some benefits. For instance, it can be a tool to fill               
gaps in fragmentary datasets or check the accuracy of available data by matching             
inferred data with the contested data. In this way, datasets enriched with many             
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inferred attributes are likely to have higher levels of completeness and precision. In             
big data analytics, completeness and correctness of data is not a strict condition but              
can contribute to getting more well-defined and reliable results. Companies can           
identify that a particular customer prefers to consume video instead of text content, or              
is interested in learning about particular topics, like travel, fashion, or food.            
Companies use this information to personalize the user experience to fit the            
preferences of that particular individual. 

However, inferential analytics has some drawbacks. When people's attributes are          
predicted, privacy is at stake, especially if people did not want to disclose specific              
personal information. Furthermore, these inferences may contain errors, leading to          
biased and unfair decisions, and may lead to self-fulfilling prophecies [24]. These            
effects may amplify inequality, undermine democracy, and further push people into           
categories that are hard to break out [25]. 

Machine learning and data mining tools can be developed so that they do not grant               
discriminating patterns, such as gender stereotypes or profiles, something called          
discrimination-aware data mining [26]. The underlying idea is not to limit the data             
input (such as gender data), but to prevent the algorithms from yielding gender-based             
patterns, since not using gender data may still allow for predicting gender and indirect              
discrimination (discrimination by proxy). Focusing on the algorithms' design can          
prevent this when using gender in the development of data-driven decision models            
[27]. 

2.2 Gender inferences 

Gender recognition can be useful to support applications, such as face recognition and             
smart human-computer interface aid in other domains [28]. Developers use          
algorithmic gender classification in human-computer interaction, security and        
surveillance industry, law enforcement, psychiatry, demographic research, education,        
commercial development, telecommunication, and mobile application and video        
games [28-30]. Depending on the application and dataset, developers may use           
vision-based and biological information-based methods to make inferences [29]. 

Gender classification systems (GCS) are trained using a training dataset (or corpus)            
of structured and labeled data. These labels categorize data, and the features within, as              
either masculine or feminine [28]. Training a GCS builds a classification algorithm            
(or classifier) that categorizes features, such as body movements, physiological and           
behavioral characteristics, and facial features [28], found in new data by comparing it             
to labeled features in the dataset. A GCS uses a feature extraction algorithm,             
classifier, and a dataset to make an inference [29].  

Classifiers are trained in machine learning models. Exemplary models include          
neural networks [28], K-nearest neighbor [30], support vector machine [31], and           
Adaboost [32]. A classifier infers gender from video, images, or text, and the process              
is usually straightforward. First, data such as video or images are parsed into a GCS.               
Using a feature extraction algorithm, it then extracts features from the data, such as              
static body features, dynamic body features, apparel features, and biometrics          
[29,31,33]. Finally, it compares those features using a classifier to a feature dataset,             
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which is categorized by gender and maps them to either category, inferring gender             
based on similarities in features [28,30].  

Similarly, a text-based GCS infer gender using features such as language,           
vocabulary, and frequency of words [29]. Text-based GCS uses content found in            
forums, chat rooms, and social media, extracting features using text mining [29,34].            
Beyond language, Corney et al. extended text-based feature extraction further into the            
typography field, training a classifier to make gender inferences based on style            
markers, structural characteristics, and gender-preferential language [35].  

In the literature, developers have used classifiers to support text analysis           
techniques (e.g., sentiment and content analysis). Park et al. developed a GCS that             
supports sentiment analysis to identify the gender of persons making posts found on             
an online AIDS-related bulletin board [34]. The author’s GCS used a feature dataset             
that paired gender with the frequency of sentiment-driven words. During training, the            
GCS learned that women tended to use the words ‘thank’, ‘bless, ‘scary,’ and ‘illness’              
about twice as often as men who used ‘accurate,’ ‘important,’ ‘issue,’ and ‘aches’             
twice as often as women [34]. 

Several studies have made use of freely available Twitter user posts (or tweets) to              
train a GCS and infer the gender of other users [36-39]. Lopes Filho et al. utilized a                 
dataset categorizing gender by 60 textual meta-attributes associated with characters,          
syntax, words, structure, and morphology for the extraction of gender expression           
linguistic cues in tweets after that gender inference [38]. The authors compared            
different classifiers, finding that each accurately determined the gender of Twitter           
users, 63.5%, 61.96%, and 68.08% of the time. Using word unigrams, hashtags, and             
psychometric properties as features, the GCS developed by Fink, Kopecky, &           
Morawski predicted the gender of Twitter users with 80% accuracy [39]. 

3 Methods 

Available scientific literature focuses on how gender can be inferred from user            
attributes [36-39]. However, there are not many studies that have compared the users'             
reported gender, the inferred gender from those attributes, and its correctness,           
although it is an increasing area of interest in social sciences [9]. How algorithms              
exacerbate existing biases and affect marginalized communities is also a nascent area            
of specialization [9,40,41]. Our work contributes to the literature on algorithmic bias            
and discrimination by exploring misgender on social media platforms like Twitter.           
Our work illustrates inferential analytics discrimination by means of a specific case            
study.  

We conducted a short survey disseminated using Twitter. For four days, from 22 to              
26 May 2020, N=109 Twitter users responded. The online survey was prepared in             
Qualtrics and included five specific questions revolving around whether Twitter          
algorithms inferred users' gender and whether it was correct. In particular, we asked             
what the user's sexual orientation (Q1), their gender identity (Q2), the pronouns they             
use (Q3), whether they provided Twitter with their gender information (Q4), and, if             
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not, whether that was correctly assigned (Q5). We gave the users instructions on how              2

to find their assigned gender on Twitter, and we processed anonymous data and             3

surveyed the adult population only.  
At the end of the survey, we exported, tabulated, and analyzed the data using              

Microsoft Excel Spreadsheet Software. The lead author analyzed the survey data, and            
the remaining authors examined the tabulated data and analysis to discuss           
discrepancies and ensure the reliability of the results. Understanding, empirically, if           
Twitter (mis)genders users lays the foundation for future work into the potential            
impacts in an extensive survey. 

All of the respondents completed the survey entirely. However, the online survey            
has some limitations, including the small number of the respondents, which only            
amounts to N=109. This is due to the quick nature of our survey, within a limited,                
four-day timeframe. Another limitation may be the limited representativeness of the           
sample, which seems to over-represent the LGBTQAI+ community compared to the           
number of straight people in society in general. This potential bias may be due to one                
or more of the following reasons. First, the LGBTQAI+ community may be            
overrepresented among Twitter users (Twitter does not provide data on this) or be             
overrepresented in our Twitter networks. Moreover, people from the LGBTQAI+          
community may be more inclined to complete the survey, perhaps because the survey             
topic appealed to them, as it may relate to past experiences of gender stereotyping or               
misrepresentation, on Twitter or elsewhere.  

4 Results 

Based on the conducted online survey, we identify the following data: 

2 The exact wording of the questions was: 1) What is your sexual orientation?; 2) What is                 
your gender identity?; 3) What pronouns do you use?; 4) Did you at one point provide Twitter                 
with your gender?; 5) If you did not include your gender in your profile, the gender that appears                  
in your profile may have been assigned by Twitter, is the gender appearing here correct? 

3 To know the gender assigned by Twitter, go to picture > settings and privacy > account >                  
your Twitter data > password > account > confirm password > gender. 
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Table 1. Twitter gender inference accuracy in a N=109 sample data. 

 

Out of N=109 respondents, 19% had their gender wrongly assigned, whereas           
Twitter inferred users' gender correctly in 81% of the cases. Our central hypothesis             
revolved around differences between the self-reported gender identity (male), the          
sexual orientation of users (gay), and the correctness of the Twitter assigned gender             
(female). Comparing the variables' sexual orientation and the correctness of the           
inferred gender in our sample, there seems to be no correlation (R=0.009).  

Twitter infers their users’ identity from a wide variety of sources, such as             
information from the account, interactions with links, and cookie data , but not from             4

their sexual orientation. However, how apparently fair algorithmic designs and          
categorizations have ulterior and unintended consequences in specific communities is          
well-known in the literature [3,42,43]. For instance, our collected data shows that, out             
of the misgendered Twitter users that we analyzed, only 38% were straight. Only 8%              
of the straight male respondents were misgendered, compared to 25% of gay males             
and 16% straight females. Individuals that self-reported as bisexuals were          
misgendered in 25% of the cases for bisexual females and 20% for bisexual males.              
Respondents identified as non-binary were wrongly gendered in all cases. These           
results show that the LGBTQAI+ community and straight females were more often            
misgendered than straight males in our sample, although not only gay men compared             
to straight men, as we first hypothesized. Moreover, women and non-binary are            
usually more misgendered by Twitter than males. 

The findings also seem to suggest that lesbian and questioning people are less             
likely to be misgendered, although the numbers are small in our sample (two lesbian              
and three questioning participants). One questioning and one lesbian participant          
answered that they had provided their gender to Twitter, meaning the gender of the              
remaining were inferred correctly by Twitter. The findings also show that non-binary            
participants (n=2) were misgendered, both of whom were also asexual participants.           
However, there were other asexual participants (n=3) whose gender (female in all            

4 See  https://help.twitter.com/en/rules-and-policies/data-processing-legal-bases 
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cases) was correctly inferred by Twitter (each answered ‘I do not know’ when asked              
if they provided Twitter with their gender). 

Of the 109 participants, only 15% provided Twitter with their gender, whereas            
24% did not, and 61% responded do not remember doing so. 42% of those who did                
not provide Twitter with gender were from the LGBTQAI+ community. Of the 16             
participants who provided their gender, all but one answered 'Yes' about whether or             
not the gender's appearing on their Twitter profile was correct. An outlier was an              
asexual, nonbinary person. This may indicate that either (1) some of those 16             
participants were mistaken and had entered their gender into their Twitter profile            
previously or (2) Twitter may infer gender and change the one entered by the user.  

Other findings resulted from discussions over Twitter, where we shared the online            
survey. Some respondents openly reported that Twitter used to misgender them, but            
that now Twitter gendered them correctly, probably due to their increasing interest in             
gender equality. Other respondents mentioned they had two profiles, but that Twitter            
misgendered the profile they used the most. A respondent suggested that, although            
gay, Twitter assigned his gender correctly, while another was surprised to be            
considered ‘female’ while being a ‘male.’ 

5 Discussion 

5.1 Misgendering in social media is discriminatory 

Research affirms that gender identity is primarily subjective and internal, which           
juxtaposes with the idea that gender can be recognized automatically, at least with the              
state of art GCS [9]. Moreover, misgendering users via automated gender recognition            
systems have adverse implications, some of those being that they reinforce gender            
binarism, undermine autonomy, are a tool for surveillance, and threaten safety [9]. 

They also exacerbate existing stereotypes. Classifiers trained on real-world datasets          
are often biased because the data used to train them contains racial and gender              
stereotypes [44-47]. Female names are more associated with family than career           
words, with arts more than mathematics and science [48,49]. Datasets imSitu and            
MS-COCO are significantly gender-biased and “models trained to perform prediction          
on these datasets amplify the existing gender bias when evaluated on development            
data” [50]. For example, the verb ‘cooking’ is heavily biased towards females in a              
classifier trained using the imSitu dataset, amplifying existing gender stereotypes          
[50]. The same gender biases have been shown in natural language processing            
[51,52], another method used to support gender classifiers [53].  

To be misgendered reinforces also the idea that society does not consider a person's              
gender real, causing rejection, impacting self-esteem and confidence, the felt          
authenticity, and increasing one's perception of being socially stigmatized [10]. These           
gender biases in the offline world may propagate to artificial intelligence if not             
addressed carefully [3], something worrying if we understand that available research           
suggests that many individuals perceive automatic misgendering as more harmful          
than human misgendering [9].  
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When the tools used to extract patterns and profiles from data are not transparent,              
moreover, it may be hard for people to contend any decisions resulting from this,              
which may impede their freedom and autonomy and may inadvertently affect their            
privacy. In the EU, the collecting and processing of personal data are protected under              
the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which also addresses discrimination          
issues in datasets. However, enforcing legislation in such cases is very challenging.            
For data protection, scholars note that information about a person's gender, age,            
financial situation, geolocation, and online profiles are not sensitive data according to            
Article 9 of the GDPR, despite often being grounds for discrimination [19]. Not being              
'sensitive data' translates in not enjoying the extra protection (such as users' informed             
and explicit consent) sensitive information such as race, religion, or sexual orientation            
have. Discrimination in (patterns and profiles extracted from) large datasets can be            
hard to detect. Indirect discrimination takes place unintentionally when users are           
unaware of any harm profiles may be doing. However, it may also be the case that                
companies use profiles precisely to conceal discrimination, also named masking [24].           
Because direct discrimination in data is hard to detect, and indirect discrimination is             
nearly impossible to detect, it can be challenging to enforce equal treatment acts and              
data protection legislation.  

Many forms of discrimination are illegal in most Western jurisdictions. Not hiring            
someone based on gender, ethnicity, or sexual orientation, or because they have a             
criminal record, is prohibited. Not every decision based on the sensitive           
characteristics mentioned is forbidden, however. Legislation that forbids        
discrimination for specific characteristics concerns lists the characteristics that may          
not serve as a basis for making decisions (including gender, ethnicity, political            
preferences, trade union membership, or sexual orientation). Nonetheless, ‘softer’         
forms of discrimination may occur in the formation of friendships, in the form of              
stigmatization of specific population groups. On a larger scale, this could lead to             
social polarization and segregation. For now, misgendering or addressing someone          
with the wrong pronoun is not sufficiently grave to be considered harassment under             
certain specific legal provisions, although several people advocate for remedies that           
make justice to these acts [54]. 

5.2 Organizations controversially infer gender for legitimate interests 

Twitter makes inferences about users’ accounts, including interests, age, and          
gender, to provide features such as account suggestions (e.g., suggested contacts,           
promoted accounts for the user to follow), advertising, recommendations, and          
timeline ranking. Twitter uses users’ content, activity, relationships, and interactions          5

to genderize content production patterns [55], infer gender, and make these           
suggestions. Twitter justifies making inferences about interests, age, and gender,          6

stating that it helps tailor content to users, keeps the platform safe and enjoyable for               
all users and enables Twitter to provide compelling, targeted advertising. In other            

5 See  https://help.twitter.com/en/rules-and-policies/data-processing-legal-bases; see also 
https://help.twitter.com/en/using-twitter/account-suggestions. 
6 See https://help.twitter.com/en/using-twitter/account-suggestions 

https://help.twitter.com/en/rules-and-policies/data-processing-legal-bases
https://help.twitter.com/en/using-twitter/account-suggestions
https://help.twitter.com/en/using-twitter/account-suggestions
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words, users have to accept the trade-off if they want to have a personalized Twitter               
account. 

The GDPR lists a limited number of legal grounds for data processing, including             
consent, the performance of a contract, or legitimate interests. Twitter states that it             
makes “inferences about your account - such as interests, age, and gender” for             
“legitimate purposes.” The appeal to legitimate interests as a legal basis for data             
processing is controversial, as legitimate purposes are only a solid legal basis if there              
is a necessity. It is questionable, however, whether gender inferences are necessary            
for Twitter. Although the legitimate interest seems less constraining than other           
grounds for data processing, it should not be considered a ‘last resort’ when all other               
grounds for lawful data processing fail [56].  

Legitimate interest is the most appropriate legal ground for data processing if the             
data controller uses people's data in ways they would reasonably expect and have a              
minimal privacy impact, or where there is a compelling justification for the            
processing. If controllers choose this legal ground, they 'should take on extra            
responsibility for considering and protecting people's rights and interests' [57]. Thus,           
three elements configure the basis for legitimate interest: identify the legitimate           
interest, show that the processing is necessary to achieve it, and balance it against the               
individual's interests, rights, and freedoms. 

Our survey findings highlight a significant number of misgendered users and           
question whether Twitter did balance their interests against individuals’ interests.          
First, out of the 109 participants, only 15% provided Twitter with their gender, while              
Twitter inferred their gender. Second, our results show that the LGBTQAI+           
community and straight females are more often misgendered than straight males.           
Third, remedies for opposing the processing seem not to correspond in magnitude to             
the subsequent impact of being misgendered. A user can modify or rectify the inferred              
gender, but cannot escape that inference unless she unticks the box of personalization.             
Making users choose between these two is as if in times of COVID-19, developers              
made users choose between health or privacy [58]. Moreover, it results in a privacy              
paradox: the gender inference causes a privacy issue (i.e., disclosing information           
people may want to keep to themselves), but to address this, users have to provide               
additional information, disclosing even more (or more detailed) information about          
themselves [24]. This is particularly problematic for communities that society has           
been historically discriminated against and in which gender is a sensitive part of their              
identity [11,59].  

5.3 Accounting for diversity in social media 

Platforms exclude and misrepresent a large number of potential users if they are             
not respectful and inclusive towards their gender identity or sexual orientation. The            
assumption that gender is physiologically-rooted harms trans people overall by          
essentializing the body as the source of gender, and also harms non-binary people,             
who cannot be accurately classified [10]. As Fergus announced, transexual and           
non-binary users reported being misgendered by Twitter, which we found to be the             
case in our survey (100% of the non-binary participants reported being misgendered)            
[11]. These findings may result from the fact that twitter gender classifiers do not              
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account for diversity and work on a male/female binary categorization that does            
represent other people's gender expression, not doing justice to the freedom of identity             
that everyone should have. 

Our study shows that when it comes to diversity and more inclusive engagement,             
social media platforms like Twitter still have a long way to go to become a more open                 
and welcoming platform for a wide variety of users. Misgendering users in the             
background is not good practice, and can lead to privacy and discrimination issues,             
beyond echoing deeply rooted stereotypes. The lack of diversity in marketing           
strategies is apparent when users can be gendered as male or female only. However,              
making strategies for a diverse engagement with the "queer rainbow economy" can            
make for more affluent and more diverse revenue streams [60-62].  

From all this, it is clear that digital identity and participatory culture play a massive               
role in the sense of self in the modern world and that there should be more effort to                  
realize diversity and inclusion in the online world [63] to not perpetuate the normative              
view that certain collectives such as trans or non-binary do not exist [10]. 

6 Summary 

An online survey showed that, out of N=109 respondents, Twitter correctly           
inferred users’ gender in 81% of the cases, and 19% were misgendered. Although             
sexual orientation and misgender were not correlated, a closer look at the results             
shows that only 8% of the straight male respondents were misgendered, compared to             
25% of gay males and 16% of straight females, while non-binary users were             
misgendered in all the cases.  

Social media platforms like Twitter have economic incentives to know users'           
genders for commercialization and targeted advertisements. However, our        
investigation shows that inferring a user's gender with automated means clashes with            
the understanding that gender is subjective and internal. Misgendering has also           
alerting and broader consequences, leading to serious privacy, discrimination,         
autonomy, and self-identity issues. Misgendering reinforces gender stereotypes,        
accentuates gender binarism, undermines autonomy, and leads to toxic cultures and           
algorithmic bias [9,64]. Moreover, misgendering causes a feeling of rejection,          
impacting one's self-esteem, confidence, and authenticity, increasing social        
stigmatization [10].  

If users do not provide a gender parameter choice themselves, platforms may infer             
the user's gender from a wide variety of data sources, including personal data.             
Therefore, gender classifiers should account for diversity and inclusion, using a more            
accurate understanding of gender to represent contemporary society fully. Otherwise,          
inferential analytics may reinforce existing biases about gender stereotyping. By          
including diverse users early on, during the design, and with the possibility to provide              
feedback afterward, the technology can be experienced as more just and fair. Inclusive             
engagement that reflects on the users as not homogeneous can have a positive impact              
on technology. 
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By identifying how inferential analytics may reinforce gender stereotyping and          
affect marginalized communities, we hope to continuously contribute to promoting          
the online account for privacy, diversity, inclusion, and advocate for the freedom of             
identity that everyone should have online and offline. Looking forward, a more robust             
survey ought to be undertaken to further explore the social implications of gender             
inference on Twitter, such as discrimination and diversity in social media. 
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